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QUICK REQUEST FOR QUOTATION

FASTER QUOTES WITH Q-RFQ
Promena offers companies the Quick Request for Quotation (Q-RFQ) module to collect quotes
from as many companies as possible while ensuring that the potential suppliers meet certain
standards.
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Q-RFQ provides easy setup of the service and
the completion of complex processes with
minimum requirements. It is especially suited
for operational sourcing activities. It can be
integrated with ERP systems* and integrated
with Promena’s E-Procurement module
which enables buyers to aggregate different
purchase requisitions in a single Q-RFQ
event.
The Q-RFQ module is able to collect offers for
different requests with a single RFQ event and
manage negotation details. Customers who
use Promena significantly reduce their
back-and-forth with the suppliers. Quotes can
be previewed and followed at every round as
self-tracking screens guide users step by step.
Q-RFQ reveals the answer to the most
concerned questions, and allows suppliers to
see the details in the bidding process.
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KEY FEATURES
Easy Setup
User-Friendly Interface
Integration
Self-Tracking Screen Guides
Simple Supplier Invitation
Multicurrency Bidding
Supplier Confirmation & Shipping
Records
Multi Round Negotitaion
Collect offers for different
requests with a single event
Event Templates
Sealed Bid
Detailed Awarding Process
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BENEFITS
Time Saving

Transparency

360
Transactional
Visibility

Operational
Efficiency

Suppliers can be eliminated in steps according to their responses to the required revisions
during the rounds. In this way, with fewer suppliers remaining in each new round, the event
can continue until it is terminated.
Thanks to the Q-RFQ module, Promena can collect quotes from all over the world, with
instantly updated exchange rates and 12 languages already available.

QUICK LOOK OF Q-RFQ REPORTS

When the procurement department is satisfied with the offers, users can switch to the Q-RFQ
management tab to manage the purchase orders and offers they have received. Promena's
Q-RFQ is also integrated with purchase order management in E-Procurement module which
enables perfect workﬂow for each event.

ABOUT PROMENA
Promena was founded in 2001 by
Koç Holding to provide efficient and
effective control of time and cost savings to
customers in theirpurchasing activities. It is
the technology platform of Zer, the biggest
central purchasing organization in Turkey.
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This unique position has enabled Promena
to design world-class products based on
the experience and know-how of their
expert procurement practitioners. With
nearly 20 years experience, Promena was
one of the first companies to bring
e-procurement to the online world.
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